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Twelve Gates are Twelve Full New Moons 
Revelation 21:21                               

Greek Word for Word Comparison      
 All word studies utilize two or more lexicon sources to ensure accuracy. 

Overt errors in translation and added #9999 words are highlighted in red. 
* Represents a reversal of word order between two words. 

Strong # KJV 
Version 

Greek Strong’s Hebrew    
Definitions 

Thayer’s Greek 
Lexicon 

New Restored 
Text 

Verse 21 
2532 And kai and; also; both; but; even; 

for; if; or; so; that; then; 
therefore; when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; but 
also; 

Also, 

3588 the ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order that; 
so that; 

the 

1427 twelve do-dek-ah twelve; a dozen twelve twelve 
4440 gates pulon a gate-way; door-way of a 

building or city; portal; 
vestibule; gate; porch;  

a large gate; of a palace; a 
gate; porch;  

large gates 

1427 twelve do-dek-ah twelve; a dozen twelve are twelve 
3135 pearls; margaritace a pearl a pearl pearls, 
303 
 
 
 
1520 

several an-ah 
 
 
 
heis 

at; and; each; every; apiece; 
several; 
 
 
 
primary numeral – one; only; 
some; other; a;  

upward; up; into the midst; 
among; between; anew; 
renewal; back; backward; 
over again;  
 
a cardinal numeral, one; 
opposed to many; 
opposition to a division into 
parts; a single; alone; one 
and the same;  

one apiece. 

1538 every hekastos each; every; any; both;  each; every; Each 
3588 
 
 
 
4440 

 
 
 
 
gate 

ho 
 
 
 
pulon 

the; this; that; one; he; she; it; 
 
 
a gate-way; door-way of a 
building or city; portal; 
vestibule; gate; porch;  

that; this; the one; the other; 
he who; in order that; so 
that; 
 
a large gate; of a palace; a 
gate; porch;  

of the large 
gates 

2258 was en I; you; were; was; is;   See NT: 1510:  to exist;  is 
1537 of ek from; out of; out of place; out 

of time; after; by means of ; 
by reason of; through;  

from out of; out from; forth 
from; from; down from; to 
spring or originate from; 
after; according to;  

of 

1520 one heis primary numeral – one; only; 
some; other; a; 

a cardinal numeral, one; 
opposed to many; 
opposition to a division into 
parts; a single; alone; one 
and the same; 

one single 

3135 pearl: margaritace a pearl a pearl pearl; 
2532 and kai and; also; both; but; even; 

for; if; or; so; that; then; 
therefore; when; 

and; also; likewise; even; 
still; besides; moreover; but 
also; 

and 

3588 the ho the; this; that; one; he; she; it; that; this; the one; the 
other; he who; in order that; 
so that; 

the 

4172 city polis a town with walls; city;  the heavenly Jerusalem; the 
heavenly kingdom;  

New Jerusalem 
city 

2513 pure katharos clean; clear; pure;  clean; pure; is pure 
5553 gold, chrusion a golden article; gold plating; 

ornament; coin; gold;  
gold; gold, 

5613 as it were hos which how; in that manner; 
about; after; according as it 
had been; as soon as; even as 
like; like unto; so that; when;  

as; like as; even as; 
according as; in the same 
manner as;  

in the manner 
of 

5194 glass. hoo-al-os transparent like rain; glass;  any stone transparent like 
glass; glass;  

transparent 
stone 

-1306a- transparent dee-ow-gace pure; transparent; to shine through;  that shines. 

 
       

Verse by Verse Comparison of Revelation 21:21 
 New King James Translation The Creator’s Calendar New Restored 



Interlinear Text 
Verse 21 The twelve gates were twelve pearls: each 

individual gate was of one pearl.  And the 
street of the city was pure gold, like 
transparent glass.  

Also, the twelve large gates are twelve pearls, 
one apiece. Each of the large gates is of one 
single pearl; and the New Jerusalem city was 
pure gold, in the manner of transparent stone 
that shines. 
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